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PREFACE

Marine Geological Insitute of Indonesia (MGI’S) responsibilities are to provide marine
geocientific map, research and information to support sustainable development of Indonesian’s
mineral and petroleum industries, mapping of Indonesian Coastal and Ocean Territory,
identification of marine and coastal geological hazards, and to provide marine and coastal
geological and geophysical data base for marine and coastal landscape.
This volume contains papers covering information of environmental control of nannoplankton
and foraminifera assemblages in Madura Waters, the inclination of coastline changes and its
implication for landuse management of Karawang District, West Java Province, types and
distribution of coral reef on Karimata coast, West Kalimantan, study of the sedimentation trend in
prospective area of port of marine center, Cirebon based on remote sensing data, determining a
sufficient depth of pile foundation on the Pertamina Graving Dock design Sorong Papua.
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MANUSCRIPTS
1.

Manuscripts should be written in English, occasional contribution in Bahasa Indonesia will be
considered for publication. This bulletin is a medium for the publication of original of marine
geology, geophysics, geochemistry and related subjects.

2.

The original and two copies of the manuscripts should be submitted for review purposes.

3.

Manuscripts should be typewritten and doubled space.First lines of each new paragraph should
be indented.

4.

The entire manuscript should be paginated strating with the title page.

5.

Only words to be set in italics should be underlined.

6.

Manuscripts should in general be organized in the following order :
a.

Title

b.

Name(s) and affiliation(s) of author(s)

c.

Abstract (not more than 500 words) in two languages English and Bahasa Indonesia.
Articles in English should start with an abstract in English followed an abstract by Bahasa
Indonesia.
The abstract must be an informative statement of the content of the paper, explaining what be
problem is, the method used, a statement of the results and the main conslusions.
Constructions using phrases such as "this paper discusses", "are described" and "is reported"
have no place in an abstract : bv reading the abstract, the reader should be able to understand
the essential qualities o1 the paper without referring to the paper itself.

d.

Introduction

e.

Methods, techniques, material studies. and area descriptions.

f.

Results

g.

Conclusions

h.
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